Sweet Garden Goats
Reservation/Purchasing Information

1. Sweet Garden reserves the right to retain any kid born, whether or not there is a reservation for
that particular breeding.
2. No deposit is required for doe reservations. We generally sell very few daughters out of our top
does. After a few months we will more than likely sell a few that had been retained. (We can’t
keep them all.) These does will be offered to people on our waiting list first. There is no
obligation and no deposit required to get on the list.
3. Buck reservations for our senior does require a deposit. The amount of the deposit depends on
the breeding. Deposit amounts will be listed on the Kidding Schedule starting with Fall 2018.
We will take two buck deposits per breeding. After that we keep a waiting list. If no buck kid is
available for you from your chosen breeding, you may roll the reservation to the following year,
apply the deposit to another buck kid if one is available that you want, or have your deposit
refunded. We reserve the right to cancel a reservation at any time. If your reservation is
cancelled by Sweet Garden, your deposit will be refunded.
4. Buck kids out of first fresheners will virtually always be wethered. Wethers make great pets. No
deposit is required to get on our wether waiting list. Wethers must be picked up no later than
one week of age, or we will move to the next person on the waiting list.
5. All kids are 100% bottle fed.
6. Once you are notified that your reserved kid or waiting list kid has been born, you have 24 hours
to respond, and then you have five days to send a 50% deposit of the purchase price, paypal is
preferred. If you do not respond to our messages, emails, or phone calls within 24 hours, or if
the 50% deposit is not received within five days, we will assume you are no longer interested
and will offer the kid to someone else. Registered kids must be picked up or transported no
later than four weeks of age. If they are not, each kid incurs a $5.00 per day boarding fee until
picked up. If they are not gone by eight weeks of age, we will assume you are no longer
interested and will offer the kid to someone else. Your deposit will not be refunded.
7. All kids must be fully paid for, including any boarding fees, before leaving. If you are paying the
balance due at pickup, it must be in cash. Once the kids have been picked up and all monies
received, we will register them for you and transfer them into your ADGA membership. There is
no additional fee for this service.
8. Before making a reservation or asking to be put on a waiting list, please consider how you plan
to transport your kid, if offered. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to arrange and pay for
transportation, and pay for any required crate or health papers. We will work with you as best
we can to help arrange something suitable.

9. Registered bucks are named after composers, preferably classical composers. Does are named
something to do with flowers, plants or growing things. I’ve recently been naming some of my
does after Roses. Regardless, I am happy to work with you in naming your kid, but the final
decision is mine.
10. Animals are healthy when they leave here. We do not sell sick or compromised animals, ever.
As we have no control over their treatment after they leave, we offer no guarantees beyond
that. However, if there should be an issue of some sort, please let us know. We may be of help.

